
BaDoinkVR and Kokeshi.ai
Join Forces in Free Cyber Brothel VR Experience

BaDoinkVR To Release Free VR Cybrothel Berlin Experience

BARCELONA, (November 1, 2021) - Virtual reality porn studio BaDoinkVR has teamed up with 
Berlin-based sex doll creator Kokeshi Cybrothel Berlin to merge the world of high-tech sex 
dolls with 180 degree stereoscopic virtual reality. The upcoming film starring Finnish actress 
Angie Lynx further explores the fusion of real-life experience with virtual reality. Through 
this project, BaDoinkVR and Kokeshi hope to give a taste of the intimacy and realism that 
a premium cyber brothel can provide. The scene, shot and produced in Barcelona, will be 
available for free to stream or download in VR at BaDoinkVR.

In October of 2021, the Kokeshi Cybrothel team flew to Barcelona to shoot a VR scene 
featuring their futuristic sex doll and Finnish adult actress Angie Lynx. The project combines 
a cyberpunk motif with Kokeshi’s cyber brothel aesthetic in a 180-degree stereoscopic virtual 
reality experience. The scene transports the user to a futuristic brothel in which their desire 
shifts between a humanoid sex worker and a living, breathing human, portrayed by Angie 
Lynx.

Created by Berlin-based writer, Alexis Smiley Smith, Austrian filmmaker, Phillip Fussenager, 
and Sujmo, an artist and creative director from Cologne, Kokeshi Cybrothel uses their narrative 
design aesthetics to create interactive spaces to connect all consensual beings with sex and 
technology.

“We’re creating this other layer of reality that’s super textured with sci-fi and a kind of 
futuristic landscape. You’re actually having this kind of user experience where you’re in the 
VR world interacting with Angie Lynx,” explained Smiley Smith.

To merge the experiences of humanoid and human interaction BaDoinkVR utilized a mix 
of practical effects and post-production techniques. Using a high-definition projector, they 
coordinated complex transitions between the sci-fi world and the “real world” in an ambitious 
effort to transport the user through “two different dimensions” of time and space.
“We are coordinating shooting the same shot with two cameras and then mixing them 
through a physical projector that we’re putting some graphics on top of the actress,” said 
director, Lucas Elliot. “We are using stereoscopic cameras, so we can see how the physicality 
of the graphics affects the environment,” he continued.

The scene will be available to download for free in 7K VR from December 22, 2021, until 
January 09, 2022, at BaDoinkVR.com.

https://www.badoinkvr.com/


About BaDoinkVR

About Kokeshi Cybrothel Berlin

BaDoinkVR is the world’s leading virtual reality adult entertainment production company.
Their premiere paid subscription service offers both 180 and 360-degree immersive videos 
featuring motion tracking, binaural audio, and today’s hottest adult entertainment stars. 
BaDoink.com initially launched in 2006 as a premier online adult entertainment destination 
with a robust proprietary technology platform. BaDoinkVR was named AVN’s “Best Virtual 
Reality Site” in 2018, “Internet Company of the Year” by the Free Speech Coalition, and 
the “Adult Site of the Year: Virtual Reality” by XBiz in 2016. For more information, visit the 
consumer website at www.badoink.com, the virtual reality sites at www.badoinkvr.com, 
www.vrcosplayx.com, www.virtualsexology.com, or on social media at: 
 
Facebook facebook.com/badoinkofficial 
Twitter @badoinkofficial and @vrcosplayx 
Instagram @badoinkvr @vrcosplayx_official

Launched as a sex tech start-up in April 2020, Cybrothel Berlin is a futuristic adult playground 
where clients can enjoy a variety of sophisticated AI experiences including pleasure dolls 
and VR technology. Each room and pleasure doll character is unique, providing a high design 
concept to fulfill fantasy and fetish. Through their web platform, clients begin an interactive 
journey leading to one of several customized experience rooms. As part of their mission, 
all interactions are anonymous and require no human contact. Cybrothel Berlin caters to all 
genders, solo adventurers, couples, or any adult human constellations looking to experiment or 
simply try out new cybersexual adventures. For more information, visit the consumer website 
at www.cybrothel.com or on social media at @kokeshiberlin.
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